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Perennials Pioneer Awarded
Life Membership
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He said perennials were WA's
answer to waterlogging and salinity problems largely because they
were deep-rooted plants which
acted like some of the original
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EVERGREEN
Farming
group
president David
Monks made a
special presentation to Manjimup
agronomist Jesse
Skoss who has
advocated the use
of perennials in
WA since arriving
in Esperance from
the US in 1956.
Mr Skoss said the
award came as a
complete surprise but he was
honoured to receive the recognition especially as he believed he
was often going against the
mainstream agronomic advice
offered on pastures.
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"Perennials offer a three to four
fold increase in productivity," he
said.
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From the President
DAVID MONKS, BADGINGARRA

At the recent field walk and AGM conducted on
14 November at Bibby Springs, a Life Membership to Evergreen Farming was presented to Dr.
Jesse Skoss for his pioneering work on perennials in WA. Jesse first came to Bibby Springs in
1990 sowing trials of strange plants that he told
us could change our farming systems. After 13
years, some of those plants are still growing in a
Photo courtesy of Farm Weekly
most inhospitable environment, surely a testament to his skill and judgment. In addition, he has shown us his vision to radically
improve our sustainability and profitably, not only in the Central Midlands but nationwide. A young UWA graduate was subsequently employed by the Department
of Agriculture under a wool levy grant to investigate if these strange plants had a
future. His name was Tim Wiley and the rest (as they say in the classics), is
history.
That history has seen thousands of hectares sown down to perennials by committed farmers. At the SGS field walks in September, I attended the Wellstead to
Esperance tour as a guest of SGS. I would like to congratulate all the organisers,
farmers and researchers who contributed to make the tour such a mind-expanding
event. Perennials are being grown in the most inhospitable conditions, controlling
groundwater recharge and boosting farm profits. Perennials can be grown successfully on almost all soil types; they outperform annuals for total quantity and
quality of production, and recycle nutrients and improve soil pH. In addition, it
was good for me to get out of my “patch” and to see the innovation, skill and
commitment of the farmers and researchers on the South Coast. When speaking
with funding bodies, I can now say with confidence that Evergreen principles have
nationwide application.
However, we still have a long way to go. The drought has impacted severely on
most farm budgets pruning money for new stands of perennials. Therefore, collectively we can progress with the assistance of our producer levies being channelled
into research on Evergreen issues. We have already established a good relationship
with the new AWI directors and are hopeful that our application will proceed at a
faster pace. In addition, Evergreen has established a good relationship with SGS
and there seems natural synergy’s between us. Evergreen is a joint applicant in the
Northern Agricultural regions Grain & Graze application which currently is negotiating funding with MLA.
To reflect the statewide nature of Evergreen, I would like to welcome the following new committee members:
Bob Wilson - (Lancelin) the past SGS (WA) chairman who brings a vast
knowl edge of cattle, Tagasaste and MLA experience
Craig Forsythe - (Mingenew) a current member of the Mingenew Irwin
Group, Craig has extensive cattle, perennial and agricultural committee
knowledge
Andrew Nixon - (Gillingarra) brings pasture seeds, cropping and intensive
grazing experience
Kim Skoss - (Manjimup) currently teaching agriculture part time and trial
ing perennials on his farm
Please call me if I can be of assistance to you. Enjoy the newsletter
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Fallow Before Sowing
DAVID ROGERS, DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, GERALDTON.

Where this technique has been used in establishment it is
invariably more successful than where it is not. In good
seasons benefits include increased plant densities in the
stand and individual plants grow and mature faster. In a
season like this one with very limited establishment rains
(at least in the Northern part of the Northern Ag Region)
it has been the difference between having and not having
a stand.

Good establishment is a critical factor in achieving a viable enterprise utilising sub tropical perennial grasses.
Establishment is one of the areas where success has been
extremely varied in past seasons. As a result, one of the
issues we have been looking closely at is the establishment of sub tropical grasses. There are several things to
consider that can have large impacts on the success or
failure of the stand. These include time of sowing, weed
control, seeding depth etc.

This technique has been of benefit on several soil types
from Perth to Northampton, whether the season is good
or poor. The only type of area where its use may be
questionable is on moisture gaining sites although even
on these sites there are benefits to be gained from early
weed control

One of the techniques that has stood out as having a major beneficial effect on establishment is a pre sowing fallow. This means chemically fallowing the area to be
sown to sub tropical perennial grasses for at least four
weeks and preferably six - eight weeks before sowing. This fallow period achieves several advantages
which include:
• ensuring an excellent weed control,
• capturing moisture from late winter rains storing it in
the soil profile to be utilized by the establishing
plants
• ensuring low trash levels for improved ease of sowing.

In Western Australia's Mediterranean climate a pre sowing fallow should be included in the preparation for successful establishment of Sub Tropical Perennial Grasses.
For further information contact David Rogers on 08 9956
8515 or email drogers@agric.wa.gov.au

Poor weed control affects
perennial establishment
TIM WILEY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, JURIEN

Experience has shown that complete weed kill before
sowing is critical for establishing perennials in spring.
This year there have been many examples of weed control in spring not working adequately. Pastures have
been sprayed with Glyphosate and the annuals appeared
to be dead at sowing. But subsequently the annuals have
recovered and out competed the perennial seedlings. On
the northern sandplain Silver grass has been the main
culprit. In southern areas there have been examples of
ryegrass recovering after spraying.

done the job. In these cases it is likely that the dry spell
in September caused the problem. Plants under stress
simply don’t take up herbicides well.
Further research is required to improve the reliability of
herbicides to kill advanced pastures in spring. However
weed control could be improved by:
• Using higher rates of Glyphosate (ie 2 – 3 L/ha)
• Spraying earlier when pastures aren’t stressed
Using the ‘double knock method’, ie: come back 10 days
after the Glyphosate with a full 2 L/ha Sprayseed.

The reasons for the poor weed control are not totally
clear. In some case it will be due to farmers using
‘spraytopping’ rates rather than ‘hay freeze’ rates on herbicide. However even 2 L/ha Glyphosate has not always

For more information email Tim at twiley@agric.wa.
gov.au
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Perennials at Maybenup
JIM MCGREGOR, KOJONUP

spraying of Chlorpyrifos at 140 ml/ha for RLEM was
done on 9th October.

Long term goal: the farm covered in perennials.
The concept: Establish a paddock of perennials without
losing much grazing and have enough volume by the end
of summer equal to what the paddock would have produced if left ungrazed since 1st September.

Soil Temperature: A check on 30th August indicated a
soil temperature of over 15 degrees so Jim felt that seeding could proceed in mid-September.
Seeding: A Great Plains seed drill; seed box divided so
the lucerne and chicory were sown separately from the
grasses to reduce the competition. The lucerne/chicory
mix was bulked up using ground limestone and super.
Jim ‘stuffed up’ (his words) the calibration, so the paddock was actually gone over twice with the drill.
Weather: It was dry when seeding started 13th September, but the next day (second time around) was squally
wet weather - probably advantageous in that the press
wheels, which were seized up, didn’t make contact with
the ground. The paddock is probably more compacted
that would be preferable due to not being cropped for a
number of years and being of a sandy, loam type of soil.
Establishment thus far: Reasonably good with the
grasses beginning to move, having developed rapidly in
the last two weeks, whereas in the early stages, the lucerne and chicory were more obvious. This might be a
possible advantage of seeding earlier than is normally
recommended for this area. Even after the second spraying, there’s been a good germination of ryegrass, geranium and capeweed etcetera!

Why: A reasonable amount of money is spent on supplementary feed to take young stock through the summer;
perennial paddocks are seen as a potential way of reducing and eventually eliminating these costs. Unfortunately the costs of both the supplementary feed and the
perennial establishment have to be borne at the same
time!
Seed mix: Splenda Setaria (2 kg/ha), Rhodes Callide (2
kg/ha) and Gatton Panic (2 kg/ha) grasses with Sceptre
Lucerne (2 kg/ha) and Puna Chicory (0.4 kg/ha). All
over seeding rate of 8.4 kg/ha.

Grazing: Animals will be in for as short a time as possible.

Spraying: Initial spraying 19th August with WipeOut
(and BS 1000 Surfactant) at 1.5L/ha wasn’t effective in
killing off the capeweed, so on 10th September, an application of Sprayseed at 2 L/ha with 100 ml/ha of Le-Mat
to control the red legged earth mite was made. A further

Next time around: While the distribution seems to be
OK, the bulking up process might be re-thought in future. The ‘round and round’ system of seeding, given the
irregularities of particular paddocks, would be re-

thought also.
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Perennials at ‘Beermullah’
PHILIP BARRETT-LENNARD, GINGIN

This year I planted 30 hectares to perennial pastures,
with 20 ha in Drew paddock and 10 ha in Point paddock.

earlier and to increase press wheel pressure in future.
Poor weed control has been a big issue, particularly with
Silver grass. Large parts of both paddocks are now thick
with Silver grass that has re-grown since the glyphosate
spray. It has robbed valuable moisture from germinating
seedlings and has also set large amounts of seed which is
of concern for next year’s annual pasture. I had banked
on perennial establishment also acting as a clean up
phase for grass weeds, particularly silver grass. Areas
without silver grass have very satisfactory weed control.

Drew paddock is very variable and includes patches of
deep white sand, course red sand, sand over clay, red
loam and loam over clay. The native vegetation is red
gum, flood gum and banksia. The existing pasture consisted of subclover, ryegrass, barley grass, silver grass,
erodium and capeweed, and the odd patch of thick
couch.
Point paddock is still variable but with no deep sand –
just heavy loam and some sand over clay. Native vegetation is Jam Tree, York Gum and Paperbark. Again
parts of the paddock supported thick couch.

The spray program will have to change next year. I will
seriously consider using a short term fallow by spraying
at least a month prior to sowing. This will conserve
moisture and provide better weed control. A second
spray will be needed at sowing. It may be possible to
include a low rate of Simazine with the first spray to assist with silver grass control. The other option will be to
use a Double-Knock where Glyphosate is followed by
Sprayseed 7-10 days later. These options need exploring
and expert advice sought.

The paddocks were heavily grazed up to August 10,
when the paddocks were spelled to allow for maximum
chemical uptake.
The paddocks were sprayed on August 23 with 1.6 L/ha
Touchdown (glyphosate), 100 ml/ha Le-mat
(omethoate), 0.1% LI-700 Wetting agent and 50 L/ha
water.
The Drew paddock was sown on August 30-31 with an
Ausplow DBS trial seeder. See photo. I sowed 3 kg/ha
Evergreen Mix, 0.5 kg/ha Puna Chicory and 20 kg/ha
Superphos. These were mixed and sown together
through the air seeder box.
The Point paddock was sown on September 10-12 with a
Duncan Triple Disc machine. I sowed 3 kg/ha Evergreen
Mix, 0.5 kg/ha Chicory and 100 kg/ha Superphos. These
were mixed and sown together through the fertiliser box.
The Evergreen Mix had excellent handling qualities
(because most of the fluffy seed was “coated”) which
enabled me to use only 20 kg/ha fertiliser as carrier. I
could have used even less, saving more time and hassle.

A side-on view of a DBS tyne assembly. The press wheel,
sowing tube and furrow closer "float" behind the narrow
point to ensure consistent sowing depth.

Significant rainfall events since sowing have been September 1-3 (20 mm), September 15-16 (21 mm), October
6 (16 mm), October 18 (7 mm) and November 1 (8 mm).

It is hard to compare the 2 machines given the different
soil types and sowing times. The DBS worked very
nicely on the medium soil types with an excellent germination. The sub-soil disturbance encouraged rapid early
growth. It also had no problems getting through the
couch. The Triple Disc machine created very little soil
disturbance which was good for conserving moisture but
not so good for seedling vigour, particularly on hard setting soils. I’ll continue to trial different machinery but
suspect that weed control, time of sowing, and seed-soil
contact are the 3 big issues regardless of machine.

Germination started 5-7 days after sowing with mainly
chicory and some grasses. Rhodes, Setaria and Gatton
Panic were quicker to germinate than Bambatsi Panic
and Signal grass. New plants have germinated after
each rainfall event.
The dry parts of the paddock still have a very disappointing germination. These slightly non-wetting sands dry
out very quickly after rainfall events. I also suspect the
knife points on the DBS fluff up the seedbed which further dries out the soil. I plan to sow these deeper sands
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Beaufort Flats Group Sow Perennials
BRIAN LEACH, AGRONOMIST, JOHN DUFF & ASSOCIATES

Russel Thomson and the group this year resurrected
some paddocks of the old trial with management of grazing, and inputs of super and potash and red-legged earth
mite control. Another five of these paddocks were sown
to fertiliser trials by CSBP with a range of perennial
seeds provided by Sustainable Grazing Systems (SGS)
through Tim Wiley. At
present, the group is asking Sustainable Grazing on
Saline Lands (SGSL) for
help in evaluating species
performance at this site.
More of these small paddocks are available for research.

The Beaufort Flats are part of the Blackwood River
Catchment and lie between Arthur River and Kojonup,
along the Albany Highway.
Formerly productive pastures have become degraded and
lost production due to degrees of waterlogging, salinity
and potash deficiency.
Some years ago, the Department of Agriculture
addressed the problem in a
grazing trial of 24 one hectare paddocks on the farm
of Russel and Margaret
Thomson on Robinson
Road. A combination of
Balansa clover and Tall
Wheat Grass provided high
production and water use,
which greatly reduced the
waterlogged period.

Farmers’ establishment
costs for perennials are being partly funded by Natural Heritage Trust (NHT)
for the Blackwood Basin
and Canpotex, (Canadian
Since this, the Beaufort
Flats Group formed earlier October: At Scanlon’s property, Dr Jonnie White, (Canpotex) potash exporters), through
this year with the intention Roy Latta (Dept of Agriculture, Katanning) and Graydn Wilcox Agrow Australia’s Dr. Jonto all engage in pilot areas (Group Chairman and Evergreen Farming Member) standing nie White, have provided
of pasture improvement. in a mixture of Tall Wheat Grass, Puccinellia and Balansa Clo- funds to support advice to
ver.
the group from John Duff
Five members have already
& Associates. CSBP is
sown perennials including
Andrew Scanlon (autumn), Alf Dolling, Graydn Wilcox, contributing trial work, laboratory analyses and some
Jeremy Humphris and Rob and Caroline Rex (spring), fertiliser.
three of these included Evergreen mixes.
For more information contact Brian Leach at John Duff
& Associates on 08 9475 0753.

Neville Carter sowed annuals and other farmers are preparing areas for next season.

Slow internet speed?
The Internet Assistance Program self-help website, is a jointly
funded initiative between the Commonwealth Government and
Telstra.
It provides access to a range of help services to solve Internet
problems and assist customers who have fixed line access with
Telstra, not mobile services, to achieve an Effective Data Speed
of at least 19.2 kilobits per second, no matter where they live or
carry out their business within Australia.

www.iapselfhelp.com
or
1800 427 457
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Keep up-to-date
with the latest
perennial news?
If you do not yet have
access to Evergreen
Online please contact
Evergreen Admin on
9475 0753.
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Saltbush hope despite the dry year
ALISON COOKE, LANDCARE PROJECT OFFICER, SHIRE OF VICTORIA PLAINS

East Wubin farmers Richard & Sally Lee have had
122mm of rain so far this year. Having sown just 50 percent of their normal wheat, barley and lupin program,
they hope to get their seed back.

country. A hired Chatfield tree planter pulled by his
200Hp tractor broke through the 10cm deep hard pan
where previously two tree planters had not worked.

Prior to the 1999 flood, Mr Lee had sown Balansa and
Persian clovers on the site and despite careful seedbed
preparation and inoculation they did not take off. He suspects that because of the lack of rain, evaporation concentrated the salts at the soil surface. Iceplant and bluebush colonised the site following the flood.

will utilise
the groundwater
and
turn
this
c o u n t r y
a r o u n d .
These saltland
sites
could
become
very
productive
with improving wool and
sheep meat
returns,” he
says.

Rows of two to four saltbush have been planted in alleys,
This season is a stark contrast to 1999, when the family with a 24m wide spray boom width left between the alhad 603mm of rain for the year - 185mm falling in leys so that Dundas tall wheat grass and other perennials
March and a further 175mm in May. But those excep- can be sown next year. Stock water is not a problem. A
tional rains have left their mark on the 2,600 arable hec- hillside seep 3km away supplies water that is between 80
and 140 grains/gallon.
tares on their property, Staplehurst. A
The saltbush seedlings were subsifurther 423mm of
dised by the State Salinity Council
rain in 2000 topped
funded Perennial Profit Project
up the already high
which was a joint Shire of Victoria
water table inunPlains and Liebe Group project.
dating a number of
Given the dry conditions at plantpaddocks
of
ing, 15 percent of the seedlings
salmon and york
were watered in with the fire
gum colluvial flats
fighting unit at planting, but that
with
spillway
has not affected the survival rate.
sands.
Co n s e Salt - scalded samphire country
quently, the Lees
looks to be too harsh for the seedlost 200 ha that
lings, where the survival rate is
year to salinity and
about 25 percent.
rising water tables
and Richard Lee Richard Lee with saltbush planted in August this year that has Encouraged by the new growth on
estimates that the had just 35mm of rain.
the saltbush seedlings this season,
full productive poRichard Lee says if he had unlimtential of a further 200 ha is now at risk. This same area ited resources, he would plant all the salt affected areas
produced a 2.6t wheat crop in 1997 with a whole farm on his farm to alleys of saltbush with a saltland pasture
average of 1.49t/ha.
in between. “Our focus is to find a farming system that

Observation bores confirmed that the water table was
relatively shallow, limiting opportunities for the salt affected site, even in a dry year. On August 16 this year
12,000 saltbush seedlings sourced from Chatfield’s
Nursery in Tammin were planted. Only about 35mm of
rain has fallen since, but 75 percent of the Rivermor and
Old Man saltbush seedlings have survived.
Richard says it is largely because of the pre-planting
preparation as well as the excellent quality of the seedlings. “We deep ripped the site to 18” with two passes of
a single tine, but is was slow going. Ideally we would
have ripped and planted in one pass.” On the lighter
country, the single tine did the job but without double
acting rams the Lee’s success was limited on heavy
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October 2002: One year old Rhodes grass growing on
salt scalds at Peter Kelly's, Gillingarra (next to school).
The stand is predominantly Rhodes grass but there is
also Setaria and Tall wheat grass growing amongst it
(and probably Bambatsi panic underneath). The Rhodes
appears to have been burnt recently by heavy frosts.
There have been sheep grazing the stand since earlier in
the year, but not enough to make a dent in it. We are
planning to look at 'raised beds' next year to see if we
can get the grasses to strike on the rest of the site. This
site was supported by the State Salinity Council and the
Victoria Plains LCD.

From Evergreen Online.

Last years lucerne over sown with oats this year and cut for hay.
This is a gravel soil at Rob & Tania Menzies west of New Norcia.

Paul Sandford' trial site at Wellstead. Most of the sub tropical grasses
are performing well (eg Rhodes, Bambatsi panic, Green panic, Signal
grass, Digit grass, Setaria, Tall wheat grass). The Buffel grass has
gone to seed earlier and is less productive. Purple Pigeon grass has
not done as well as the related Setaria (same as seen north of Perth).
Of the legumes Lotononis and Lablab look exceptional. This trial has
confirmed that most of the species that perform north of Perth will do
as well in the south. Picture 23 September 2002.
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23 September 2002, SGS ‘national farm walk’: Morgan
Sounness (centre) is running super fine Merino weaners (~ 9 /ha) on this Kikuyu based pasture in Wellstead. His wool is around 16 microns and over 40 Nkt.
This is a similar story to David Monks at Bibby
Springs. It appears that you can grow very strong and
fine wool by running sheep continuously on Kikuyu (or
other perennial grasses?). The micron is not blowing
out in spring under this system, even on David's
where the have large amounts of Feed On Offer during spring. While the paddock of Morgan’s has run a
lot of stock (and made lots of money) it will be one of
the few in the district that is not going to be badly wind
blown this summer.

Sustainable “Green Farms All Year Round”
October 2002: a mix of perennial grasses sown last
spring at Keith Carter's east of Wubin. Keith has
only had 4" of rain this year and it is the worst
drought in memory. Despite this, the Rhodes grass
and Bambatsi panic have survived well. There is
also some Tall wheat grass, Signal grass and Setaria. None of the Puna Chicory has survived. Keith
spread Cadiz serradella and 'Frontier" Balansa seed
this winter. The Cadiz is still alive but is unlikely to
set seed. The 'Frontier' Balansa only got about 3 cm
tall but has amazingly set some seed!! This site will
be monitored as part of the Sheep Meat program
and an SGSL project of the Department of Ag.

Arthur Dewar and Jane Bellinge, north Gingin, have successfully
established these poor sands to a mix of Rhodes grass and
Green panic. After 4 years of perennial grass and rotational
grazing the winter annual pasture has improved substantially as
well. Even their worst white sands can now grow a good annual
pasture on sands so poor even the Blue lupins were struggling. It
appears that the perennials can improve the general 'fertility' of
the poor soils given enough time. Picture 20 September 2002 as
part of the SGS 'National farm walk'.

This a paddock of poor white sand north east of Esperance.
When Tim Wiley saw this paddock about 7 years ago it only
had tag which was very Manganese deficient. The farmers
applied Manganese fertiliser and now use 400 kg/ha Super
each year. The Kikuyu was sown several years ago and has
spread over the whole paddock. This is different to what we
have seen on the sandplain north of Perth. In this area
Kikuyu hasn't persisted off the wet country and we haven’t
been able to get any perennial grass to survive between
rows of tag this close. This paddock was part of the SGS
'National farm walk', 24 September 2002.

Phil Barrett Lennard, Evergreen committee
and Ray Candy, Irwin Hunter & Co proudly
showing the "Evergreen Mix" of sub tropical
perennial grasses.
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SGS supported trials and demonstrations 2002
REPORT FROM TIM WILEY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE WA (DAWA), JURIEN BAY

unreplicated plot trials and for farmer sowings. The
farmers have both hand sown seed in individual plots
and sown small demonstration plots with a mixture of
the seed. In some case they were already sowing a large
area of one, or several, species of perennials and the trials seed helped them evaluate other potentially useful
species. These new perennial pasture species will be
evaluated for their persistence and production. In most
cases this will be by visual assessment, but some of the
trials will measured more intensively.

The WA state committee of SGS provide funds to the
Evergreen group to purchase seed for trials and demonstrations. Tim Wiley (DAWA & Evergreen member)
distributed that seed to researchers, groups and individual farmers. Geoff Moores group (DAWA pasture
branch) has used this seed as part of his project looking
at alternative perennial pastures for WA. The seed included a range of perennial grasses, perennial legumes
and herbs.
The seed was used for replicated cone seeder plot trials,
Location

Farmer

Trial/demo

Site

Results

Badgingarra Research
Station
Badgingarra Research
Station
Bibby Springs

DAWA

DAWA Trial plots

poor sand

Just starting to germinate

DAWA

DAWA Paddock demo poor sand

Just starting to germinate

Carpenter Ag

Bolgart

A Kennedy

DAWA Replicated tri- Wet duplex sand Good establishment of all species
als
Trial plots
Wet sand
Just germinating

Calingiri

N Woods

Trial plots

loam

Failed, reason unknown

Coomberdale

B Tonkin

Paddock demo

salt

Not germinated yet

Dandaragan

A&P Roberts, Kayanaba DAWA Rep trial

red loam

showing affects of time of sowing

Esperance

DAWA

Trial plots

Wet & dry duplex Just sown

Gillingarra

P Kelly

Trial plots

salt land

No germination on bare scald

Kalannie

McLeary

DAWA rep trial

Loam

Failed from drought

Kojonup

N&J Trethowan

DAWA rep trial

Gravelly loam

Just sown

Kojonup

T&E Gorter

Paddock demo

Wet to dry gravel Just sown

Mingenew

B Leishman

DAWA rep trial

Poor sand

Rhodes & panics best

Mingenew

C Forward

DAWA rep trial

Wet sand

Most grasses good

Mundigong

K Angell

Trial plots

Wet to dry sand

All grass good

New Norcia

M Nixon

Trial plots

salt land

Perenjori

6 different farms

Trial plots

salt land

germination of chicory, lucerne and
some grasses
May be affected by drought

Three Spring

P Yoe

Trial plots

Loam

Most grass good

UWA

J Stokes 4th year

Rep trial

Heavy loam

UWA

th

Rep trial

B McTaggart 4 year

Showing range of drought tolerance

Wongan Hills Research DAWA
Station
Woodannilling
R Thomson

trial plots

Loam

Affected by dry, no germination yet

Large plot trial

Wet duplex

Just germinating

New Norcia

M Nixon

Paddock demo

Loam

Just germinating

Jurien

Deutschers

Trial plots

Loam

Grasses & legumes good

Bridgetown

Wheatley

Paddock demo

Gravel

Just sown

Dandaragan

D Cook

Paddock demo

Loam

Just sown
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SGS NATIONAL FARMWALK 2002 WA
ERIN GORTER, KOJONUP

A group of visitors attended the walk in Pinjarra and
broadened their knowledge on perennial pastures in the
morning. Participants had the opportunity to walk
through a recently seeded paddock of predominantly
Rhodes grass, discussing establishment techniques and
identification. An established paddock was then visited,
which was being used successfully for hay production.
In the afternoon, the WA SGS Regional Site, Fairbridge,
was visited where the manager discussed how rotational
grazing was used and applied across a large part of the
farm. Pasture management and the Time of Calving
Trial information was also presented.

The WA committee of Sustainable Grazing Systems
held a series of six Farmwalks across the region between
September 17th 2002 and September 26th 2002 as part of
the SGS National Farmwalk. The Farmwalks were well
attended across the region with many producers, Department of Agriculture officers and related agribusiness representatives visiting farms and trial sites over the six
days.
The Gingin Farmwalk was the starting point for the WA
series with the Hon. Bill McNee MLA (Member for
Moore) opening the WA National Farmwalk. Two sites
were visited during the afternoon. At Arthur Dewar’s
and Jane Bellinge’s farm, farmwalkers moved around a
range of paddocks looking at different stages of pastures
of rhodes grass and panic, complimented by blue lupins.
The WA SGS Tropical Legume site was also visited,
with discussion regarding the lack of success with this
particular site. There was a lot of discussion about grazing techniques used on this farm. Following this, a farm
nearby was visited where participants viewed a paddock
sown to a variety of different pasture species in Sept
2001 and grazed with sheep. A paddock was then seen
that had been seeded this season and was just emerging.
The afternoon wound up with a barbeque attended by
nearly everyone who participated in the day.

The Wellstead Farmwalk was a well attended morning,
at which participants viewed lucerne being used for grazing and hay production. Groundwater recharge was discussed, along with the Albany site of the SGS National
Experiment. Fine wool production from a kikuyu pasture
was a most stimulating session, with solid, up to date
wool quality and production figures available. A sub
tropical grasses and legume trial was shown to all demonstrating the species and their growth in this area. A
paddock of mixed kikuyu and rhodes grass being grazed
by sheep (set stocked) finished off a most thought provoking morning.
A large crowd at the Esperance Farmwalk heard and saw
how perennial pastures are used in the Northern Agricultural Region (NAR) through a power point presentation
with representatives from the area. This was useful information as there are some significant similarities between
the NAR and parts of the Esperance region. The SGS
Model was demonstrated with data used from the Esperance region. A bus was used to move people to all the
sites. The interaction on the bus was most intense, giving everyone the opportunity to communicate at all
stages. The “Ireland Farm” SGS National Site was visited where findings from the site were given. The following site demonstrated a successfully established paddock of kikuyu and tagasaste. The final site gave participants a chance to look a recent WA SGS regional site
looking at a variety of grasses (including sub-tropical
grasses) being established for cattle grazing.

At Donnybrook a very interactive, young crowd visited
the SGS regional site investigating perennial rye grasses
on a north facing slope, with the three different varieties
showing good growth. Speakers chosen to inform the
crowd on the day were most informative and interesting,
with the soils session directed at encouraging thought for
the future. A paddock of serradella (cadiz) used as a hay
crop was well received and generated a lot of interest. A
species trial session was conducted by representatives
from Irwin Hunter and Co ( WA seed company) and
gave producers an opportunity to identify certain species.
The Kojonup Farmwalk hosted producers from the area
who came to learn how to establish perennial pastures
and how to manage them. Most of those present had either started working with perennials or were keen to start
this season. The morning gave them the opportunity to
learn how to do it right!
WA SGS sponsored the
PURSL Wool Belt bus tour, which Erin Gorter and Tim
Wiley joined in the afternoon. They both had an opportunity to speak to the group of 50-60 on the bus. Erin
spoke of the SGS Regional Sites and the National Site in
WA and what had been learnt from those. Tim was able
to speak about the findings of his work with sub-tropical
pastures in the NAR.

Overall, the SGS National Farmwalk 2002 was well attended throughout the SGS region of WA. The days
were most informative and allowed further extension of
some of the SGS activities that have been carried out in
this region. For further information contact Erin Gorter
ph/fax 9833 7524 (WA SGS Interim Facilitator).
To view photo’s from the SGS Field Walks see the pictorial
page or log on to Evergreen online .
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New perennial legumes showing promise
TIM WILEY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, JURIEN.

A wide range of novel perennial legumes are being
tested at a range of sites across WA. The trials are being
carried out by researchers from the Department of Agriculture and the CRC for ‘plant based solutions for salinity’ (i.e. the salinity CRC).

Most of the legumes being tested are completely new to
agriculture. Most of the lines have been collected by
WA researchers on trips to Europe, the Middle East and
Africa. Two species of Dorycinum’s are looking excellent at some sites. Dorycinum rectum has reached over
1.5 m in height at several sites. It will still be several
more years before new cultivars are released from these
trials.
To find out more about the trials contact Geoff Moore in
DAWA, South Perth (9368 3333). Local Department of
Agriculture staff involved includes Tim Wiley (Jurien
Bay), Tony Albertson (Katanning), Paul Sanford
(Albany) and Anita Lyons (Esperance).

Field trials of these new legumes species and some perennial grasses are at Bibby Springs (x 2), Dandaragan (x
2), Bakers Hill, Narrogin, Katanning, Kojonup (x 2),
Cranbrook, Kendenup and Esperance (x 2).
The aim of this work is to find alternatives to lucerne
which is currently the main perennial legume pasture we
have for WA. While lucerne is proving to be a viable
option for much of WA, the alternatives may have better
acid tolerance, insect tolerance or other characteristics.

UWA Honours Project by Ben McTaggart
This is the follow up to the article published on page 8 of the
June Evergreen newsletter.

Selecting subtropical pastures to germinate at low
temperature and establish in high moisture stress
conditions following late winter sowing in the Western Australian wheatbelt.
My project suggests that subtropical pastures have the
potential to contribute to production and sustainability in
the cropping zones of southern Australia by growing and
using water during late spring and summer when annual
plants are inactive. For their potential to be realised it is
essential that newly sown plants are able to germinate
and survive during the establishment phase.
Seeds of 7 subtropical (4 legumes, 3 grasses) and 2 temperate (1 legume and 1 grass) pasture species were germinated in Petri dishes at 4 temperatures (15, 20, 25 and
30°C) to identify those that would germinate at tempera-
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tures below the recommended optimum. From these results 4 legumes (lablab, lucerne, lotononis and desmanthus) and 1 grass (rhodes grass) were sown in 50 cm pots
of alkaline brown clay and watered for 14 days. After this
period a drought stress treatment was imposed by the
cessation of watering for 42 days. A control treatment
was maintained at 75-90% field capacity.
15°C was identified as the critical temperature for germination in late winter and at this temperature the order of
increasing germination was: purple pigeon grass, setaria
< lablab < tall fescue < desmanthus < glycine < rhodes
grass < lotononis < lucerne. Germination ranged from 075% at this treatment. Plant height and dry shoot weights
were decreased by oncoming drought stress in glasshouse
experiments. Dry shoot weights in drought stress and
control treatments were rhodes grass > lablab > lucerne >
desmanthus > lotononis.

Sustainable “Green Farms All Year Round”

Cattle production on perennial pastures
CARPENTER AGRICULTURE, BIBBY SPRINGS & DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

but this has been reduced by spray grazing the pastures
over the last three seasons.

Aim
• To measure and benchmark the animal and pasture
production on perennial pastures.
• Test rotationally grazing system on perennials.
• Monitor pasture species change over time.
• Monitor soil fertility and biological activity over
time.
• Test the economics of perennial pastures.
• Provide data for use in whole farm and animal production models.

Cattle
436 young steers starting at an average of 339 kg live
weight.
Cattle were rotated according to a grazing plan that was
based on initial measurements of the Feed On Offer and
estimates of Pasture Growth Rates
Results
Pasture
The data has yet to be analysed. However there was very
little annual legume in any paddock. Winter and spring
growth was mostly annual grass and cape weed. Rhodes
grass made up more of the total feed as the spring progressed.
The production of the pasture appeared to be limited by
Nitrogen supply. Trials by CSBP have confirmed this
with Nitrogen fertiliser doubling pasture growth rates.
These paddocks need to be over sown with annual legumes.

Site
330 ha in 4 paddocks
Duplex sand over clay on a broad flat valley floor.
Generally the sand is less than half a metre with the
higher sand rises having being left to bush.
Water tables are very shallow and areas are subject to
waterlogging in winter. Small patches of salinity have
appeared and could spread rapidly.
Pastures
Three of the four paddocks have been established to subtropical perennial grasses with Rhodes grass being the
main species used. The fourth paddock will be sown to
perennials in September 2002.
The previous annual pasture was poor annual species
with only limited amounts of sub clover.
Paterson's curse was very thick in four of the paddocks

•

•

•

•

Cattle production
The 436 cattle gained 117 kg over the 105 days of the
trial. At the stocking rate of 1.3 steers /ha (ie 11 DSE/
ha) this gave 155 kg/ha of live weight gain. A new mob
of cattle will be run on the paddocks over summer to
give total production for the year.

Rhodes grass, lablab and lucerne were identified as
having the greatest potential for introduction into the
northern wheatbelt of Western Australia for first year
production.
Biomass production was less affected in lablab than
any other species in the glasshouse experiment.
However, the lablab cultivar used (Rongai) is an annual, unlike the other species and would be expected
to have strong early vigour. A perennial cultivar
(Endurance) was unavailable.
Lotononis did not survive past 2 weeks in the glasshouse experiment which may suggest it was unsuited
to the soil type as no chemical or biological damage
was observed.
The rhodes grass cultivar used in this experiment
(Callide) is probably not the most suitable for the region as it became severely stressed late in the experiment. For future research ‘Katambora’ would be rec-

•

•

ommended as it has higher cold tolerance and low
moisture requirements.
Disappointing results were obtained for Setaria spp.
However, as they have been successfully established
in field trials in W.A. a poor seedlot is the most reasonable explanation for this. It would have been very
useful to have more subtropical grasses germinate
successfully in the experiment to allow comparison
with rhodes grass, as this species is not considered to
have high drought tolerance.
Desmanthus appears to have potential as a long term/
permanent pasture, however, the poor early vigour in
the glasshouse experiment suggests that it had insufficient biomass to allow grazing in the first 3
months.

Ben McTaggart
Department of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition
School of Earth and Geographical Sciences
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Salt land establishment with raised beds
GARY PEACOCK, BADGINGARRA

able to use our higher rainfall to "wash" the salt out of
the soil to provide a friendlier environment for plant establishment. The raised bed technology Greg uses is an
adaptation of the technology used in the Irrigation areas
of the Eastern States.

Over the last 3 years we have had some great success
with perennial pastures on our wet flat country located in
Bibby Springs, West of the Brand Highway in Badgingarra. The perennials have dried out our sand over clay
flats and put a "Buffer" which has been able to soak up
much of our winter rainfall, keeping our normally winter
water-logged soils dry and producing good growth of our
winter annuals.

The basics nuts and bolts of raised beds is that after designing a drainage plan (we have used the Beeline Differential GPS of Rohan Spittle of Wesclay, Esperance to
map down to 2 cm gradients the contour of our paddocks) a bed former then mounds the soil up to a height
of around 20 cm above what would be the normal soil
surface level. The furrows created between the beds then
acts as drains carrying the excess water along the furrow
to end catchment areas. Each individual bed is around
1.83m wide with the furrows being about 45 cm.

Unlike other farmers, we have experienced one of our
best seasons in 2002 with our farm receiving 560mm of
growing season rainfall which is not far off our average
of 600-650mm. The story of 2 adjoining paddocks sums
up our need for Perennials in our system. Paddock 1 is an
average annual pasture which is "upstream" of paddock
2. It was subjected to varying amounts of water logging
and the associated losses in production. For most of winter you needed your windscreen wipers on to drive
across the paddock. Paddock 2 was sown to a perennial
grass mix in the spring of 2000. It did not experience any
long term water logging and the subsequent annual winter and spring/early summer perennial pasture production
has been significantly greater.

With the help of Greg, Tim Wiley and Tony Grey of the
Badgingarra Research Station, we put an application to
the SGSL (Sustainable Grazing On Saline
Lands) committee to put in some trials. We have been
fortunate to receive funding to establish some Perennials
on raised beds. The main issues we are investigating are:
1) what plant densities we can establish and maintain on
raised beds, 2) what effect it will have on the water table
across the site, 3) the quantity and quality of the water
coming of the beds, 4) the practicality issues of running
a livestock enterprise on raised beds (ease of access, animal health issues etc) and, 5) the durability and longevity of the beds under a perennial livestock system.

The one blot for us in the perennial score book to date
has been our inability to get a consistent and significant
"strike" of grasses on our worst waterlogged and saline
areas. If we could get establishment on these sites, they
may become our most productive.
This desire led us to the cropping work being done on
the South Coast and in the Great Southern by Greg Hamilton of AgWa by using "Raised Beds" to provide a dry
root zone for the production of annual crops on wet flat
water logged country. Our thinking is that if we could
put in beds on this wet semi saline country we might be

We hope to form the beds during the 2003 season and
plant our Evergreen Perennial mix in the spring of 2003
so stay tuned for more information on what I think will
be a very interesting trial.

Beds Born From Irrigation Experience
GREG HAMILTON, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

ARTICLE COURTESY OF ‘SALT MAGAZINE’ NOVEMBER 2002.

drains between rows. Soil in the beds is better drained
and less compacted, improving plant growth and crop
yields.
Spacing between furrows is determined by practical considerations such as tractor wheel span. Furrows also provide access to paddock without damaging the crop. In the
WA research a front-wheel assist 150-horsepower machine allows 0.45 metre furrows with beds about 1.4m
wide.
A special bed-former costs about $40,000. While this
sounds expensive, Greg Hamilton says farmers should
recoup the cost within a few years through higher yields.

The idea of raised beds to reduce the effects of waterlogging and salinity came from irrigated agriculture. Its adaptation for dryland agriculture has been funded in Western Australia since 1997 by the Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC). A team headed by Greg
Hamilton from the Department of Agriculture WA established bed trials on nine farm sites over different soils
and crops.
Studies indicate that soils need at least eight per cent of
air-filled pore space for plants to avoid waterlogging
stress. In raised beds topsoil is piled about 20 centimetres
above the normal surface leaving furrows, which act as
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Tales of the Tag Man
BRAD LEESON, TAGASASTE SEEDING SPECIALIST

The focus of this article is on two subjects – Wingless
Grasshoppers, and Rutherglen Bugs.

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

If you have Wingless Grasshoppers around your
farm, you probably will have already seen them, and
if they are in large enough numbers in your Tag paddocks, then hopefully you will have sprayed them.
The Hoppers can do a lot of damage to young Tag
seedlings at this time of the year, so you need to
spray them as early as possible if you are concerned
about them.

Membership Fees

The other pest that is affecting some of the Tag plantings at the moment is Rutherglen Bugs. At present,
some farmers are seeing them in the paddocks that
they are harvesting. If they are around in the cropping
paddocks then there is a fair chance that they will be
in the Tag paddocks as well.

Personal Details

Evergreen Farming Inc.
Administration
Suite 5/110 Robinson Avenue
BELMONT WA 6104
Ph: (08) 9475 0753
Fax: (08) 9475 0322
ABN: 91 212 798 767

(includes GST)

Please tick appropriate box

 ٱ$110.00
 ٱ$220.00
 ٱ$330.00
 ٱ$ 80.00

WA Membership
Consultant
Corporate Membership
Outside WA

SURNAME: ..…………………………..……... INITIALS: …..……....
PREFERRED FIRST NAME: ...……………………………..…...……
POSTAL ADDRESS: ………………………….………….……...….…
…………………………………………….. POSTCODE: .…………..

Rutherglen’s are a nasty little beast because they can
be in the Tag paddock sucking the sap of the Tag
plants at the moment, then in a couple of weeks time
when you have finished harvest they won’t be there.
Then, a few weeks later you will see the Tag plants
start to wilt and then die off as all the moisture has
been sucked out of them. Many people tend to then
think that the Tag has run out of ground moisture and
died, but I can assure you that this is most unusual,
and most deaths that we see around Christmas and
New Year are due to Rutherglen’s.

PHONE:(……) ……………...... FAX:(……) …...…………...………...

PLEASE TAKE TIME OFF FROM HARVESTING
TO CHECK THE TAG, OR YOU MAY LOSE IT.

EXPIRY DATE: …..…. / …….... AMOUNT: $ ………….…………..

Because this is such a critical time of the year I am
doing another MMT (Magical Mystery Tour, for the
uninitiated) through the NAR (Northern Ag Region),
in my new CAR (car). I have managed to rope in
Tim Wiley (Department of Ag), to spend a couple of
days with myself, and possibly some other notables,
as we study the Grazing Systems in place north of
Perth. We look forward to catching up with many of
you!!!!
A very interesting new publication has been floating
around the kitchen table at Tagasaste Farm recently,
and that is the completed Report on “Intake Studies
and Supplementary Feeding in Tagasaste Browsing
Systems” that has been put together by Dr Geoff Tudor (Department of Ag), A/Professor Nick Costa
(Murdoch Uni), Dr Eric Taylor (Murdoch Vet
School), and Dr Nick Edwards (who was with CSIRO
when this Trial was done). Many of the key findings
have been released before now, but this puts them all

E-MAIL: ……………………………………………...………………......
COMPUTER SOFTWARE (please circle):
Windows 95 Windows 97-99 Windows 2000 Apple Macintosh

Payment Details

 ٱCHEQUE (Please make payable to Evergreen Farming Inc.)
 ٱVISA  ٱMASTERCARD  ٱBANKCARD
CARDHOLDER’S NAME :…..……………………………….………..
CARD NUMBER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CARDHOLDER’S SIGNATURE: ……………………….……..……...

together in the one publication. I’m sure Geoff would welcome your call at the Bunbury office, to book a copy for
yourself.
One very interesting paragraph that caught my attention
was as follows (I’ve paraphrased it a little) “Cattle numbers in this region (The Ag region of WA with deep sandy
soils with annual rainfall > 350mm) increased by 45% between 1992 (81,800 hd) to 2000 (115,00 hd). A lot of the
increase would be due to the introduction of Tagasaste.
The value of the beef industry in the Dandaragan shire increased an average of 24% per year over a 14 year period
largely due to the introduction of the fodder tree Tagasaste”.
Our next challenge is to see how productive we can get
the inter row pastures as well.
Till I see you again. Keep happy and well.
Brad
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PROVIDING A RANGE OF SERVICES
TO YOUR
LOCAL COMMUNITY

•

Locally made fertilisers

•

Field research trials

•

Local field walks

•

Support for farmer groups

•

Soil, Plant & Water Analysis

•

Lime Requirements Soil Analysis kit

•

Local Area Managers

Proud sponsors of Evergreen Farming

For further information, please call CSBP futurefarm
Customer Service on 1800 808 728 or
Moora Area Manager Erin Cahill on 9653 1971.
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